
Psalm 28(29)

(c) Albert Pietersma, November 2004

Synopsis:

A song of praise for ‘the sons of God’ (1b) in the Lord’s holy court (2b) at his majestic

theophany in a violent thunderstorm (3b) affecting seas (3a,c), deserts (8), forests (9b) and the

legendary cedars of Lebanon (5-6), evoking the awe of every one in his shrine (9c). More

constructively the Lord will re-populate flooded land (10a), reign as king forever (10b), and

bestow strength and blessing on his people in peace (11). Cf. Ps 17.8-16.

Psalm 28 as a whole:

At some point in early reception history this (victory?) hymn was associated with the transfer of

the tabernacle from its pre-temple site to the temple mount. The note in Rahlfs’ title does not

derive from the contents of the psalm but owes its inspiration to the title of the following psalm,

which G inherited from his source, and is thus secondary to the original Greek. Similarly

secondary is the third line in Rahlfs’ text.

Not surprisingly the difference between the Greek and its source is a matter of semantic plus

and minus, even though most of that, if not all, is due to G’s inadvertence as a result of his

translational method rather than to any deliberate attempt at recasting the psalm. His translation

is on the whole a linguistic one, not a textual one.

A number of items hamper the smooth flow of the epiphany; hence they interfere with the

coherence of the source text. Thus the central event in the psalm, namely, the thunderstorm, ends

up as an event placed in past time (resulting in an adverse effect on the stair-like [Briggs 252; cf.
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Dahood 175] progression of the source), even though the focus of the psalm as a whole is present

and future. Similarly, the awkwardly construed v. 6 tends to disrupt because of its unexpected

reference to the Golden Calf episode and the obscure reference to ‘the beloved’ in 6b, rather

anomalous in context but inviting future re-articulation. Less disruptive is the switch in the

central section from the voice of the Lord as the chief agent to the Lord himself. Be it noted,

however, that already in the source text God plays that role in 3b,c, 5b, 6a, 8b, 10-11.  Except in

6 (a and b), 8b and 9c, all Greek articles have explicit morphemic warrant in the source text. In the

case of ku/rioj, they tend to disrupt referential coherence.

On the plus side one may note that 10a, which in the Hebrew is a statement about the Lord’s

ancient kingship, in the Greek apparently becomes an act of reconstruction after the storm.

Three whole lines of text are identical in both MT and the LXX: 28.1c = 95.7b; 28.2a =

95.8a; 28.2b = 95.9a.

Specific Bibliography:

Gzella, Holger “Das Kalb und das Einhorn,” in Erich Zenger (ed.) Der Septuaginta-Psalter (2001)

257-290; Idem, Lebenszeit und Ewigkeit (2002) 52, 139, 241; Loewenstamm, S. E. “Historical

Background to the Septuagint Translation of Ps 29:5-6,” in Idem, From Babylon to Canaan.

Studies in the Bible and its Oriental Background, Jerusalem 1992 280-291; Pietersma, Albert

“Exegesis and Liturgy in the Superscriptions of the Greek Psalter,” (2001); Idem “The Place of

Origin of the Old Greek Psalter,” (2001); Idem “Messianism and the Greek Psalter: In Search of
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the Messiah” (in press); Schaper, Joachim “The Unicorn in the Messianic Imagery of the Greek

Bible,” JTS 45 (1994) 117-136; Idem, Eschatology in the Greek Psalter (1995) 107-126; Idem

“Die Renaissance der Mythologie im hellenistichen Judentum und der Septuaginta-Psalter,” Erich

Zenger (ed.) Der Septuaginta-Psalter (2001) 171-183; Schenker, Adrian “Gewollt dunkle

Wiedergaben in LXX? Am Beispiel von Ps 28(29), 6,” Biblica 75 (1994) 546-555; Idem Psalmen

in den Hexapla (1982) 195-246; Idem “Götter und Engel im Septuaginta-Psalter,” (2001);

Uchelen, N. A. van “De LXX-Interpretatie van Ps 29,” Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrift 24

(1969-1970) 171-181. (For further bibliographical information see Sigla & Bibliography. For the

guiding principles of this commentary see “A Prospectus for a Commentary on the Septuagint,”

BIOSCS  31 [1998] 43-48.)

Commentary: v. 1

Hebrew Text

dwdl rwmzm

Myl) ynb hwhyl wbh

z(w dwbk hwhyl wbh

Greek Text

Yalmo\j tw~| Daui/d.

)Ene/gkate tw~| kuri/w|, ui9oi\ qeou=,
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e0ne/gkate tw~| kuri/w| do/can kai\ timh/n,

NETS Translation

A Psalm. Pertaining to Dauida.

Bring to the Lord, O sons of Godb,

Bring to the Lord glory and honor.

a+Of the going forth of the Tabernacle = Ra | b+ bring to the Lord young rams = Ra

For yalmo/j and tw~| Daui/d see commentary on Ps 3.1

www.chass.utoronto.ca/~pietersm/publications/

Daui/d. + e0codi/ou skhnh=j. Rahlfs includes the added phrase in his edition and notes in the

apparatus that a marginal note in the Syriac (deriving from Barhebraeus) ‘correctly’ interprets it

as referring to the eighth day of the feast of Tabernacles. It is primarily on the strength of this

interpretation that Rahlfs retains it (see Prolegomena § 9.1.4), p. 72). Although the vast majority

of textual witnesses include the phrase (though many read ec odou [= e0co/dou or e0c o9dou=] for

e0codi/ou), there are some that do not: 1098 O teste Theodoret Lpau(66 69 144 156 180 188 201 206

208 263). As for the meaning of the phrase—it is highly unlikely that it refers to Tabernacles,

since that festival is never referred to as skhnh/ (so correctly Schenker “Gewollt” 553, who then,

however, connects it directly with Ex 35-40). Instead it was called either skhnai/ (e.g. Leu 23.25,

2Makk 10.6) or skhnophgi/a (e.g. Deut 16.16; 31.10; Zach 14.16, 18, 19; 1Esd 5.50; 1Makk

10.21; 2Makk 1.9, 18). Among commentators it is only Kraus who correctly notes that the
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phrase has to do with the leaving of the tabernacle. As such it was inserted with an eye to the

title of Ps 29(30) which speaks of the dedication of ‘the house’. Thus its reference is to 3Rgns

8.4 and 2Par 5.5 which mention that the tabernacle (skh/nwma and skhnh/ respectively) was

transferred to the temple site. As for the originality of the phrase—since in the LXX e0co/dion

only glosses trc( ‘cessation’ and since ‘cessation’ is scarcely intended in 28.1, it is unlikely

that the phrase has a Hebrew base. As Schenker (“Gewollt” 554) rightly indicates e0co/dion in the

title of Ps 28 means simply ‘Ausgang’ (‘departure’). Since the Greek translator was not in the

habit of fleshing out his text it is also unlikely that it was he who added it. Most likely is that it

was added at some point in reception history, clearly not inspired by the contents of the psalm

but instead by the title of the following one. (See further Pietersma “Exegesis” 126-128.)

No assignation of this psalm to Tabernacles is attested.

0Ene/gkate tw~| kuri/w|, ui9oi\ qeou=. At some point in transmission history an added line of text was

inserted, namely, e0ne/gkate tw~| kuri/w| ui9ou\j kriw~n (‘Bring to the Lord young of rams’),

interestingly providing the concrete sacrifice to be offered. Both Van Uchelen (172) and Gzella

(“Kalb” 264) connect it with the closing day of Tabernacles (cf. Num 29.36). Even though Rahlfs

notes that the added line reflects the same Hebrew consonantal text as the preceding one he

nevertheless includes it (without brackets) in his edition, no doubt because of its universal

attestation. There can, however, be little doubt that one of the two lines is an accretion, and since

the second is attested for Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, it is likely that the second one
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secondary, even though Origen marked the first one with an obelos. Further proof is that ui9oi\

qeou= likewise occurs in 88.7 for the same Hebrew.

tw~|. The article with kuri/w on four occasions (1b, 1c, 2a, 2b) is not interpretive (epithet versus

name) but representative. That is to say, it is in the text in order to represent the preposition l

of G’s source text. True to his default modus operandi the remaining fourteen instances in this

psalm are left anarthrous because the source text lacks explicit warrant. Needless to say, from a

discourse analytical perspective one might have expected an initial anarthrous occurrence

followed by arthrous occurrences of the anaphoric kind, or else arthrous throughout. Thus what

is determinative here is not the translated text as a unit of discourse, but the perceived morphemic

requirement of the source text.

ui9oi\ qeou=. As a translation of Myl) ynb this phrase occurs both here and in Ps 88.7. Also

relevant is ui9oi\ u9yi/stou of Ps 81.6. Both in the case of Myl) and of Myhl) G opts for singular

or plural based on context. Thus the latter, though normally treated as singular, is plural in 49.1;

81.1, 6; 83.8; 85.8; 94.3; 95.4; 95.5; 96.9; 134.5; 135.2. The former in an opposite fashion is

treated as singular in 28.1 and 88.7, even though plural in form, but as plural in 81.1

notwithstanding the singular of the Hebrew. Of further interest is that qeo/j—except as

predicate—is almost always arthrous in Psalms, whether or not the source text gives explicit

warrant for it. The exceptions are 18.2, 19.6, 8, 23.5, 28.1, 35.2, 7, 88.7, 133.1 = 134.2. That

raises the question whether the absence of the article in 28.1 is meant to indicate that qeou= is a
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predication, indicating membership in a class. If that is so, we are being told what the Hebrew

means in any case, that divine beings are being summoned to do obeisance to the Lord. That they

are subordinate to o9 qeo/j is clear, even if the phrase itself does not state it; that the ui9oi\ qeou= are

angels (so Schenker “Götter” 193) is not warranted by the evidence. While it is true that on all

three occasions G renders Myhl) by a1ggeloi (8.6; 96.7; 137.1), evidently because he did not

find ‘gods’ appropriate and therefore deviated from his default, that scarcely tells us what ui9oi\

qeou= were thought to be—except that they were no angels. It is possible that here and in 88.7, the

only two passages in Psalms which speak of Myl) ynb, G was more concerned about

quantitative representation of his source than about exegesis. In any case, ui9oi\ a0gge/lwn would

scarcely be an option.

timh/n. Though Hebrew z( is most often translated by words meaning ‘strength/might/power’

some interesting deviations occur, one of which is timh/ here as well as in 95.7 and 98.4. In fact,

z( has no fewer than ten different equivalents in Psalms. The reason is probably contextual, G

considering ‘glory and honour’ a preferable pair to ‘glory and might’ in identical lines in 28.1 and

95.7, the more no doubt, since no creature can be assumed to bring might to the Almighty. Had G

used a different verb, such a problem could have been avoided, but G sticks to his default and to

the stock meaning of Hebrew bhy (cf. BDB sub voce 4). In all of its occurrences in Psalms fe/rw

carries the general sense of bringing as gift (see especially 67.30; 75.12; 77.29). timh/ is used to

translate five Hebrew lexemes in Psalms; as a gloss for z( it is unique to the three references

cited.
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If in the Hebrew z( is meant to carry a military connotation (Craigie 246), that clearly

disappears in the Greek.

v. 2

Hebrew Text

wm# dwbk hwhyl wbh

aw#dq trcxba hwhyl wwxt#h

a#dq trdhb = MT

Greek Text

e0ne/gkate tw~| kuri/w| do/can o0no/mati au0tou=,

proskunh/sate tw~| kuri/w| e0n au0lh=| a9gi/a| au0tou=.

NETS Translation

Bring to the Lord glory for his name;

worship the Lord in his holy court.

o0no/mati au0tou=. Both here and in 95.8a G uses the dative for what in MT is a bound

construction and is generally glossed as an attributive to ‘glory’ (cf. e.g. NRSV: “glory of his

name”). 1Par 16.29, however, a parallel version to Ps 95, reads the genitive. The difference is not
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profound, though the genitive may be said to focus on the inherent attribute of the name while

the dative indicates its merit.

e0n au0lh=| a9gi/a| au0tou=. According to BHS, rather than trdhb of MT, G (and Peshitta)

presupposes trcxb. Given the fact that au0lh/ regularly glosses rcx (64.5; 83.3, 11; 91.14;

95.8; 99.4; 115.10; 134.2), such a conclusion makes sense. No doubt to be linked with this

reading is au0tou= at the close of the line. Thus whereas MT reads “in holy splendour” G has “in

his holy court.” An identical situation obtains in 95.9. The same phrase in 1Par 16.29, however,

yields a plural in the Greek: e0n au0lai=j a9gi/aij. Schenker (“Götter” 187-188) posits, like BHS,

that the difference from MT is attributable to G’s source text. Moreover, thinks Schenker, the

reading is older than MT’s, since the latter can be explained as a correction arising from scruples

about having the ‘sons of God’ (28.1) or the ‘families of the nations’ (95.7; 1Par 16.29) appear

before the Lord ‘in his holy court(s)’. As support for such scruples he refers to Isa 6.5-7; Ex 20.3

// Deut 5.7. Since no particular temple court is specified, however, it is not clear why there need

be a problem or that there is a connection between 1b and 2b. Moreover, Schenker’s other

observation that to read with G improves the structure of the psalm would seem to point in an

opposite direction. Schenker rightly notes that the ‘court’ of 2b complements the ‘shrine’ of 9c

and as such anchors the epiphany more securely. But in that case the “improvement” is likely

indicative of secondary rather than primary status. That the item in question is due to the source

text, rather than to G is suggested, as Schenker notes (188), by the fact that, although the Hebrew

is the same, 1Par 16.29 reads a plural.
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A line very similar in sense to 28.2 is found in Deut 32.43b: kai\ proskunhsa/twsan au0tw~|

pa/ntej ui9oi\ qeou=. Though MT lacks this line (and others in the verse), it is present at Qumran

(see BHS and Abegg, Flint, Ulrich 193).

v. 3

Hebrew Text

Mymh l( hwhy lwq

My(rh dwbkh l)

Mybr Mym l( hwhy

Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou e0pi\ tw~n u9da/twn,

o9 qeo\j th=j do/chj e0bro/nthsen,

ku/rioj e0pi\ u9da/twn pollw~n.

NETS Translation

The voice of the Lord is over the waters;

the God of glory thundered,

the Lord, over many waters.
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fwnh\ kuri/ou. Thunder as an expression of the voice of God is well known in biblical literature.

For some explicit references in the Greek see Ps 17.14, IobLXX 40.9, IobTh 37.4-5, 1Rgns 7.10,

2Rgns 22.14 (=Ps 17); Sir 46.17.

th=j do/chj. As usual G faithfully reproduces the article of his source text, as he does five times

in a similar phrase (o9 basileu\j th=j do/chj = dwbkh Klm) in 23.7-10.

e0bro/nthsen. Since the Hebrew verb is perfect G has used an aorist, in accordance with his

default equation. As a result, this line becomes a statement about some past action of God. The

rest of the verbs in the psalm too have been rendered predictably, with the sole exception of

katoikiei= in 10a (see below). Therefore, to attribute deliberate futurization and

eschatologization to G, as Gzella (“Kalb” 277) does, is unwarranted (see already Van Uchelen

181). What reception history might make of G’s inadvertence is another question. Even if one

were to suggest that G, in sticking to his default of Hebrew perfect = Greek aorist, was

influenced by the Lord’s epiphany on Sinai during the trek through the desert (cf. v. 6 below) the

past verb would still function as a disruption of temporal sequentiality of the psalm and its stair-

like progression.

Even though bronta/w is not used, it is clear from Ex 19.16 that thunder and lightning did

occur when the Lord descended on Sinai. Oesterley (199) believes that the entire (Hebrew) psalm

was inspired by the theophany on Mt. Sinai (Ex 19.16-19) and the divine presence on Mt. Horeb

(1Kgs [3Rgns] 19.11, 12).
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u9da/twn pollw~n. Whereas the corresponding Hebrew phrase is read as ‘mighty waters’ (NRSV)

and commonly thought to have a cosmic connotation (cf. Dahood 177), G here as elsewhere

(17.17; 31.6; 76.20; 92.4; 106.23; 143.7) speaks of voluminous waters. The same is true

throughout the LXX.

v. 4

Hebrew Text

xkb hwhy lwq

rdhb hwhy lwq

Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou e0n i0sxu/i,

fwnh\ kuri/ou e0n megaloprepei/a|.

NETS Translation

The voice of the Lord is in strength;

the voice of the Lord in majesty;
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i0sxu/i . . . megaloprepei/a|. In the case of both xk and rdh, G sticks to his default renderings

(11x and 5x respectively). Though for the former he allows no deviation, the latter sees several

variations elsewhere in Psalms.

v. 5

Hebrew Text

Myzr) rb# hwhy lwq

Nwnblh yzr) t) hwhy rb#yw

Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou suntri/bontoj ke/drouj,

kai\ suntri/yei ku/rioj ta\j ke/drouj tou= Liba/nou

NETS Translation

the voice of the Lord, who crushes the cedars;

the Lord will crush the cedars of Lebanon.

suntri/bontoj. Since the Hebrew participles in 5a, 7, 8a and 9c are so-called hymnic

(predicative) participles and as such function as finite verbs, they are regularly so glossed in

English translation (cf. NRSV). G’s standard rule was, however, to replace Hebrew participles
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with Greek participles when possible, and since predicative participles are anarthrous, most

often the Greek participles that replace them are anarthrous (62%). Less often G renders them by

arthrous participles (25%) and at times by a finite verb (13%) in the present indicative, the

deciding factor usually being grammatical context. Since participles in Hebrew inflect for gender

and number but additionally for case in Greek, the syntax most often undergoes change in the

translation process, as is the case in 28.5-9. Since the subject of the relevant clauses in MT is

lwq, a masculine noun, the Hebrew participle is inflected as masculine sg. But since fwnh\ is

feminine the Greek participle would need to be feminine. Instead, however, G makes it agree with

the nearest noun, kuri/ou, and therefore inflects it as genitive. The result is two-fold: (a) since the

participle is left anarthrous it functions as circumstantial (NETS not withstanding), and (b) the

Lord rather than his voice becomes the agent of the action (cf. further 3b-c, 5b-6a, 8b, 10-11).

That G’s move is a deliberate reinterpretation to give greater prominence to ‘the Lord’, as Gzella

“Kalb” 280 intimates, is as unlikely as that G created a series of verbless clauses for exegetical

purpose. It is surely telling that, even though other Greek translators use different lexemes, they

all have participles; and that includes Aquila in 7a, 8a and 9a (Field 129). That reception history

might agree with Gzella is possible but another question.

It may be noted that in Esa 66.6, in a very similar phrase, the participle is likewise made to

modify kuri/ou rather than fwnh/, though the context there offers more of a clue: fwnh\ kraugh=j

e0k po/lewj, fwnh\ e0k naou=, fwnh\ kuri/ou a0ntapodido/ntoj toi=j a0ntikeime/noij.

If MT’s contrast between qal (5a) and piel (5a) was intended as a stylist device (Dahood

177), G either did not read his text with the same pointing or simply ignored it.
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v. 6

Hebrew Text

Nwnbl lg( wmk Mdyqryw

Mym)r Nb wmk Nyr#w

Greek Text

kai\ leptunei= au0ta\j w(j to\n mo/sxon to\n Li/banon,

kai\ o9 h0gaphme/noj w(j ui9o\j monokerw&twn.

NETS Translation

He will pulverize them, cas dhe didd the calf, Lebanonc,

but he that is beloved is like a young of unicorns.

cOr Lebanon, as he did the calf | dLacking in Gk

leptunei= au0ta\j. Semantically this verb has nothing in common with its counterpart in MT,

namely, 3 sg hiphil imperf + 3 masc suffix of dqr ‘skip about’. That G is unfamiliar with it is

contradicted by 113.4, 6 where on both occasions he glosses it with skirta/w ‘skip’, the

reference being to what ‘the mountains’ are said to have done in merriment. The Greek verb

employed in the present verse also appears in 17.43 for Hebrew qx# ‘pulverize’, for which it is

an accurate match. G’s befuddlement may have begun with the Hebrew suffix—if that is what it
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is (Craigie [243] and  Dahood [178] speak of “enclitic mem”). As G concludes, as suffix it must

refer to the cedars of Lebanon to be destroyed by the Lord in v.5b. Reading it in this way,

however, creates a problem for the rest of the line, which could only have been avoided by

grouping Nwnbl ‘Lebanon’ with line 2 as a second object of the verb (cf. Briggs, Baethgen,

Delitzsch), or else to construe it as a genitive dependent on mo/sxon, as happens in the history of

transmission (La Ga Eusebius Thtp’). But perhaps because the beginning of 6b also poses a

problem for G, he fails to avail himself of the first option. What is noteworthy regarding the

second option is that G makes Li/banon arthrous (contra MT), and seemingly places it in

apposition to mo/sxon, thus rejecting to read his source as a genitive, even though that could have

preserved isomorphism with the source text. Alternatively, it can be read as appositional to

au0ta\j. Also telling is that he makes mo/sxon  arthrous against any explicit warrant in his source

text. (More on this below.)

A number of suggestions may be made regarding G’s use of leptu/nw. Since 5b explicitly

refers to God’s crushing of the cedars of Lebanon, G could possibly have wanted to continue this

destructive activity in 6a which likewise refers to both the cedars and to Lebanon (so Schenker

“Gewollt” 551). From that perspective did he then perchance light upon qd or qqd (so

Schenker ibid, Gzella “Kalb” 281) a root translated more than a dozen times by lepto/j ‘fine’

from which leptu/nw is derived? Did lg( ‘calf’ then perhaps remind him of the Golden Calf

episode of Ex 32, in v.20 of which we are told that the calf (to\n mo/sxon) was burnt and ground

fine (lepto/n; see also Deut 9.21) (so Schenker “Gewollt” 549, Gzella “Kalb” 281 )? What is

certainly of interest is that mo/sxon in our verse is arthrous, even though the article finds no
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explicit warrant in the source text. That is to say, MT has neither an article nor a nota accusativi,

the latter of which, especially, is predictably represented by a Greek article, a preposition , or a

pronoun. It is only omitted when it has a pronominal suffix (12x). Hence the article in the Greek

must be regarded as a deliberate exophoric reference to the Golden Calf (so already Mozley 52

with attribution to Baethgen). That G deliberately made ‘the calf’ into a prototype for ‘the gods’

with ‘the unicorn’ as its opposite number , as e.g. Gzella suggests (“Kalb” 283), goes well

beyond the evidence, the more since an eschatological  confrontation between ‘the Messiah’ and

‘the gods’ is scarcely on the horizon in this psalm.

In fact, I would suggest that the cognitive process that gave rise to our present text was the

reverse of what has been posited. That is to say, rather than a verb of destruction (leptu/nw)

having been selected for the purpose of continuing the thought of v.5,  it is more likely G’s

miscue on the identity of the calf that gave rise to the verb. Thus, seeing  lg( in his source (see

Ps 105.19) he jumps to the conclusion—Loewenstamm (280) calls him an “enthusiastic

homilist”—that this is the calf, namely the Golden Calf, and the verb is then shaped in that

mould. That G’s mental flash isolates the verse from its context, as Loewenstamm (ibid)

correctly notes, is clear and further compounded by his failure to understand the reference to

Sirion in 6b (see below). That it provides reception history, including modern interpreters, with

grist for several mills is patently obvious. But that is again a different story.

Not surprisingly, reception history picked up on the connection between Ps 28.6 and Ex 32

(e.g. Basil, Hom. super Psalmos 29,296).
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Whatever the precise reason, 6a is a problem in the Greek and is also not trouble free in MT

(the suffix  is commonly ignored or read as an enclitic : NRSV, Briggs, Cheyne, Craigie, Dahood,

Kraus, Weiser). Worthy of note is that G solves the problem he finds in his source text at the

clausal level, without regard for the larger context. Consequently, rather than solving the problem

he finds in his source, G simply pushes it to a higher textual level.

o9 h0gaphme/noj. Not surprisingly, Hebrew Nyr# (Nwr#), the Sidonian name for Mt. Hermon

according to Deut 3.9, is unknown to G, though he might have availed himself of the Pentateuchal

reference, rendered into Greek as Saniw&r. Had he done so he might more easily have grouped

‘Lebanon’ (6a) with 6b (see above). But this option had perhaps already been precluded by his

rendering of 6a. As it is, his failure leads to more guesswork which compounds the difficulties

already present in 6a. Nyr# is thus construed as Nwr#y, an honorary name of Israel translated by

o9 h0gaphme/noj in Deut 32.15; 33.5, 26 and Esa 44.2. Interestingly, though its semantic

equivalent a0gaphto/j, as a translation of dydy, occurs half a dozen times in Psalms (44.1; 59.7;

67.13; 83.2; 107.7; 126.2), h0gaphme/noj appears only here, perhaps underscoring that it was

borrowed from elsewhere, but in any case suggesting that it is different from a0gaphto/j. To

equate the two words, as both Schenker (552) and Schaper (Eschatology 79, 92) do, is not

warranted, since G differentiates. That the term is messianic, as both Schaper (“Unicorn” 126,

Eschatology 117) and Gzella (“Kalb” 282: “recht eindeutige Bezeichnung für den Messias.”)

maintain, rather than being, like its Hebrew counterpart, a term of endearment for Israel, is no

more assured in our passage than it is in the Deuteronomy and Isaiah passages noted above.
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Moreover, if one insists on messianic interpretation in our verse the same ought to be done for

the other occurrences of h0gaphme/noj which translate the same Hebrew term. That is not to say,

of course, that in reception history it might not be so interpreted. Eusebius, for example, equates

h0gaphme/noj with a0gaphto/j and applies both to “the only begotten Son of God” (Comm. in

Psalmos 23,256; see further Didymus Caecus, Comm. in Psalmos 20-21, 45 and Basil 29,296).

Nonetheless, if we assume that G’s borrowing was not purely denotative but connotative, he

made his text say that whereas the Lord pulverized the calf of Lebanon, Israel, the beloved,

enjoyed a happier fate. Be it noted, however, that in spite of the fact that G from time to time

translated Hebrew w by adversative de/, he does not do so here. Schaper is correct in noting that

while both hemistichs of MT express positive notions, namely, the skipping for joy of Lebanon

and Mt. Hermon, in the Greek 6a becomes negative (Eschatology 109). Accordingly he labels the

conjunction “kai/ adversativum” (see also Gzella “Kalb” 283). Yet the context is scarcely clear

enough to warrant such metonymy on the part of G. Apparently, G found w in his source and

saw no reason to deviate from his default.

Certainly of interest is the fact that h0gaphme/noj is arthrous, since the source text gives no

explicit warrant for it. Nor, for that matter, is the entity in question mentioned earlier in the

psalm, so that the article might have an anaphoric function. Thus what we seem to be dealing

with is one of several exophoric references in the psalm. What it is intended to refer to is not clear

from its immediate context, but it may be that in contrast to apostate Israel of 6a o9 h0gaphme/noj

is meant to refer the faithful remnant at the time of the desert idolatry and that therefore 6a and

6b are to be semantically linked. According to Gzella (“Kalb” 283) it is intended to be read as
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parallel to ku/rioj in 5b. Be it noted, however, that in the first instance h0gaphme/noj is what

Flashar might have called a Verlegenheitsübersetzung of the Hebrew text G had before him.

Moreover, that 6b be read in the light of 6a is no more compelling than that 6a be construed with

what precedes.

Aquila, Quinta and Sexta read Seriw/n, and Symmachus to\n Sariw/n (Field 129).

ui9o\j monokerw&twn. In all of its occurrences in the LXX corpus (Num 23.22; 24.8; Deut 33.17;

Iob 39.9; Ps 21.22; 28.6; 77.69; 91.11) mono/kerwj (‘unicorn’) is a gloss on M)r ‘wild ox’, and

everywhere it is a symbol of power. The Hebrew-Greek pairing could be called a closed equation

except for Esa 34.7 where Mym)r is translated by oi9 a9droi/, since the translator opted for a

metaphor different from the source text (“the strong [oi9 a9droi/] shall fall with them, both the

rams and the bulls”). That G borrowed the equation from the Pentateuch seems well nigh certain.

What sort of animal the unicorn was thought to be is not certain. However, LSJ (but negated in

LSG) and Muraoka notwithstanding, Schaper (Eschatology 108) is correct in contesting the

meaning of ‘wild ox’ (see further below). The term itself occurs as early as Aesop (VI BCE) and

in pre-Septuagintal literature a number of descriptions were in circulation. Anaxagoras (VI-V

BCE) is said to have spoken of a one-horned ram (kriou= mono/kerw), Dinon (IV BCE) reported

one-horned birds (tou\j o1rniqaj tou\j monoke/rwj) in Ethiopia, Megasthenes (IV-III BCE)

mentioned one-horned deer-headed horses (i3ppouj monoke/rwtaj e0lafokra/nouj), and

Aristophanes of Byzantium (III-II BCE) maintained that India produced one-horned horses

(i3ppouj monoke/rouj) and one-horned donkeys (o1nouj monoke/rouj). Though much of this
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information may be dismissed as zoological fancy, no less a person than Aristotle, as Mozley

(41) reminds us, believed in the existence of the unicorn. Aristotle (Hist. Animal. 499b, see

further De Part. Animal. 663a) in fact mentions two animals that were one-horned, namely, the

oryx (an antelope) and the Indian donkey (o9  )Indiko\j o1noj), described as solid-hoofed and,

according to A. L. Peck, the Loeb editor, likely to be identified as the rhinoceros. Aquila’s

reported predilection for r9ino/kerwj as a rendering of Hebrew Myr (= M)r) in Iob 39.9, may

possibly tie in with this tradition. It may of course be pure coincidence but, as it happens,

beyond Job we have evidence for r9ino/kerwj as a variant in passages which do not feature the

horn(s) of the animal, namely, Num 23.22; 24.8 (in both passages supported by Fb). Whatever

its precise origin the rhinoceros tradition is known to the Church Fathers. So Didymus (op. cit.

45) mentions that the mono/kerwj is also called the r9ino/kerwj, and then proceeds to describe the

latter, noting that the rhino’s horn becomes very hard when it is angry, but is normally soft like

flesh. Noteworthy in all this is the interest in the species of the beast rather than in its symbolic

significance.

Apropos Aristotle, one may note that according to Wellhausen (173) Hebrew M)r is thought

to be a ‘wild ox’ (Bos primigenius bojanus http://home.hetnet.nl/~alad/page24.html) on the basis

of Akkadian /rimum/, though the same term in Arabic (see BDB) refers to the leucoryx (Oryx

leucoryx http://www.arkive.org/species/GES/mammals/Oryx_leucoryx/), a powerful white

antelope capable of taking on lions and tigers, with sharp-pointed horns more than three feet

long, and thus seemingly better suited to Ps 92(91).11 than the wild ox. It is also known as the

Arabian Oryx. In profile its two horns look like one. Also noteworthy is that, since the horns
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grow on the top of the head, they stand relatively close together. Of passing interest is that the

King James everywhere reads  ‘unicorn’ for M)r. Whatever the identity of Hebrew M)r, it

seems not unlikely that the Greek mono/kerwj is the Arabian Oryx.

Both Schaper (Eschatology 124) and Gzella (“Kalb” 283) maintain that mono/kerwj is a

messianic symbol. Though Gzella cautiously suggests that this may be the case only in the

present verse of Psalms, Schaper includes all references within and without the book, including

Ps 21.22 where the image appears to be negative: sw~son . . . a0po\ kera/twn monokerw&twn th\n

tapei/nwsi/n mou (“save . . . my lowliness from the horns of unicorns”). The problem,

however,—so Schaper—lies with G’s incorrect reading of his source. But by so doing Schaper

shifts the focus from mono/kerwj to M)r. One notes with interest in this connection that, e.g.

Basil (Hom. super Psalmos 29.296) and Didymus (Comm. in Psalmos 20-21 45-46) were fully

cognizant of the negative image of 21.22. Theodoret (Interpr. in Psalmos 80.1017) in fact goes so

far as to label the dog, lion and unicorn (vv.21-22) “devilish,” since they have the power to kill.

As noted above, mono/kerwj is a virtually invariant gloss for Hebrew M)r. Thus if the

former be considered ‘messianic’, this connotation will have to have come from one of two

sources: (1) Hebrew M)r or (2) mono/kerwj as used in contemporary literature. For the latter

there is no attestation. Quite clearly Schaper’s research, though reputedly on mono/kerwj, is in

reality on Hebrew M)r. That being the case, he is in fact speaking of the source text rather than

of the target text.
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v. 7

Hebrew Text

#) twbhl bcx hwhy lwq

Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou diako/ptontoj flo/ga puro/j,

NETS Translation

The voice of the Lord who divides flames of fire;

diako/ptontoj. For the grammar see comment on 5a above. Both diako/ptw and bcx appear

only here in Psalms. All the other words are default renderings. If the Hebrew here intends to

refer to forked lightning (so Briggs 253), the verb G uses does not express that image very well.

In fairness to G, one has to admit that Hebrew bcx, often translated in the LXX by latome/w,

‘to quarry’, isn’t any more conducive, as many commentators note.

v. 8

Hebrew Text

rbdm lyxy hwhy lwq

#dq rbdm hwhy lyxy
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Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou sussei/ontoj e1rhmon,

sussei/sei ku/rioj th\n e1rhmon Kadhj.

NETS Translation

the voice of the Lord who shakes the wilderness;

thee Lord will shake the wilderness of Kades.

ePr and = Ra

sussei/ontoj. For the grammar see comment on 5a above. Hebrew lwx/ lyx ‘whirl, dance,

writhe’ occurs eleven times in Psalms and is translated by eight different Greek verbs, each one

suitable to its context, a diversity of rendering found elsewhere in the LXX as well. In Psalms the

hiphil occurs only here and is translated by sussei/w, a verb that reappears in 59.4, though for

different Hebrew. The figurative expression of the Hebrew therefore becomes non-figurative in

the Greek. Interestingly, G has a participle in place of MT’s finite verb, and so do Aquila and

Symmachus (Field 129). The reason both here and in 9a is transparent. Had he used a 3rd sg

future indicative, fwnh\ would have functioned as its subject in both cases.

th\n. Though the article has no explicit warrant in the Hebrew, G at times adds one in

constructions with an attributive genitive.
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v. 9

Hebrew Text

twly) llwxy hwhy lwq

twr(y P#xyw

dwbk rm) wlk wlkyhbw

Greek Text

fwnh\ kuri/ou katartizome/nou e0la/fouj,

kai\ a0pokalu/yei drumou/j:

kai\ e0n tw~| naw~| au0tou= pa=j tij le/gei do/can.

NETS Translation

The voice of the Lord who restores the deer,

and he will uncover the forests;

and in his shrine every one speaks of glory.

Depending on just how the Hebrew of v. 9 is construed, it may be that the peak of the piece, i.e.

the Lord’s display of power in nature, has been reached in the preceding verse. For whatever

reason, such is clearly the case in the Greek, since it is difficult to read either 9a or 9b as being
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simply more of the same of what precedes. Rather, what seems to be conveyed is a gentler mode

of behavior, which could then be read as transitional to the care and concern expressed in,

especially, v. 11.  Since the source text, however, supplies no explicit warrant, G does not mark

any discontinuity.

e0la/fouj. The Hebrew counterpart of this clause has been thought a problem. Briggs (253) and

Duhm (120) note, for example, that twly) ‘deer’ of MT does not suit the context and ought to

be read, with older commentators as twly) ‘terebinths’. Along the same lines RSV and NRSV

read ‘oaks’. Other commentators, however, seem content with MT (e.g. Craigie, Dahood,

Delitzsch, Kraus). Of interest is that, since G, in accordance with his source text, leaves ‘deer’

anarthrous, their gender becomes ambiguous.

katartizome/nou. For the grammar see 5a above. As in the preceding verse, G has a participle

where MT reads a finite verb. Here too other translators, Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion and

Quinta follow G in morphology (Field 129). As indicated above, Hebrew lwx/ lyx has no

standard equivalent in Psalms. Its polel stem is unique to this verse. As noted in the preceding

verse, the double occurrence of the hiphil of lwx is translated by sussei/w ‘shake together’.

Only here is katarti/zw used, a verb that, however, glosses a total of eight Hebrew roots.

Though NETS renders it ‘restore’ in the present verse, given that the form is medio-passive, it

might perhaps better be rendered as ‘prepare’. Nevertheless, since the verb is non-specific and

the gender of ‘deer’ is left ambiguous, it is difficult to know what to make of the line. Might it
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mean that the Lord fashioned the deer to roam in the woods? What is certainly of interest is that

P#x ‘strip bare’, though occurring only here in Psalms, elsewhere in the LXX is never translated

by a0pokalu/ptw and is ill-suited to denote ‘strip bare’. Consequently, it seems as though G,

after several verses of recounting the Lord’s feats of strength, read 9a-b as manifesting his gentler

side. To uncover the forests might conceivably mean to reveal their hidden beauty (cf. 49.10). (cf.

Ps 17.34).

e0n tw~| naw~| au0tou=. The article finds no explicit warrant in the source text, but since in such cases

Greek normally uses an article, G here caters to the target language. The equivalence of nao/jand

lkyh is standard (13x) in Psalms (with the sole exception of 44.9) and thus of no specific

interpretive interest at the production stage of the text, except perhaps to note that though lkyh

can also mean ‘palace’ while nao/j can not, the sense of the Greek is more restrictive. The

question of whether reference is being made here to the heavenly or the earthly shrine cannot be

answered on the basis of the Greek.

pa=j tij. One strongly suspects that tij has been added in view of the Hebrew suffix.

Elsewhere in the LXX pa=j tij occurs only in Gen 6.5 and 2 Rgns 3.35 though for different

Hebrew. The phrase is good Greek idiom and has the sense of ‘every last one’ (cf. Smyth §1267).

Aquila more woodenly offers pa=j au0to/j (Field 129). Most often, however, such suffixes are

not represented by G. Whether pa=j tij is meant to refer back to the ‘sons of God’ in 1a (+1b)
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is no clearer in the Greek than it is in the Hebrew. Briggs (254) calls all of 9c “evidently a

liturgical gloss” with a possible reference to the earthly temple.

le/gei do/can. For the Hebrew predicative participle = Greek present indicative see comment on

5a above. For do/can cf. 1b and 2a.  Whereas MT is generally read as direct statement, G

construes ‘glory’ as the subject of discourse.

v. 10

Hebrew Text

b#y lwbml hwhy

Mlw(l Klm hwhy b#yw

Greek Text

ku/rioj to\n kataklusmo\n katoikiei=,

kai\ kaqi/etai ku/rioj basileu\j ei0jto\n ai0w~na.

NETS Translation

The Lord will settle what is flooded;

the Lord will take his seat as king forever.
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to\n kataklusmo\n. Contrary to his default mode, G renders l by an article in the accusative

(to\n), thus making ‘flood’ into a direct object. What is of interest to note, however, is that the

Greek article need not be a deliberately exophoric reference to the Flood of Genesis, since its

function is to represent Hebrew l. Thus by coincidence, ‘flood’ is definite in both Greek and

MT, though for quite different reasons. In Greek literature from Classical times onward

kataklusmo/j is a relatively common word. Apart from the LXX, it occurs well over one

hundred times before the common era. Though it appears with reference to the Deucalionic

(‘Noachian’) flood, it was also used to describe any kind of inundation, including that of the Nile.

What its precise sense is in 28.10 is cast into doubt by the following verb (see next entry). If the

Flood is intended, the line must mean that God will resettle the earth after the Flood at the time

of Noah, which is scarcely intelligible. It is also of interest that although kataklusmo/j regularly

translates lwbm (13x), it also on three occasions (Ps 31.6; Na 1.8; DanTh 9.25) renders P+#

‘flood’, a word never used in the Hebrew Bible for the Flood. For G, therefore, kataklusmo/j is

not a technical term for the Flood. As a result, Ziegler’s comment on Esa 18.2 also applies here:

“Für den ägyptischen Leser ist diese Idee [of streams being settled] nicht absonderlich; denn

durch die Überschwemmungen im Nilgebiet wurden oft Gegenden under Wasser gesetzt, die

später wieder bewohnbares Land bildeten” (Untersuchungen 202). It is of course possible that G

thought of the re-populating of flooded land as reconstruction after the divine destruction, and

intended the article to be generic. In any case, kataklusmo/j appears to connote  a destructive

deluge rather than a fructifying inundation. According to Oesterley (201) even in the Hebrew

‘flood’ here does not refer to the Flood but back to v.3. (See further Pietersma “Place” 260-262.)
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katoikiei=. That G was not familiar with the specialized meaning ‘sit enthroned’, attributed by

modern lexicographers to b#y, is obvious throughout Psalms. It is no doubt this failure that made

the line as a whole problematic for him, since the notion that ‘the Lord dwelled at the flood’ or

‘inhabited the flood’, or for that matter ‘sat at the flood’ makes little sense. A second problem for

G may have been the use of the Hebrew preposition l here (several commentators propose an

emendation). What is of interest here is the rendering of b#y by katoiki/zw ‘to settle’. With only

three exceptions G renders √b#y along the lines of the components ‘to sit’ and ‘to dwell’. Thus

katoike/w is used 26x, oi0ke/w 1x, kaqi/zw 11x (and ka/qhmai 8x). For the hiphil he understandably

uses kaqi/zw (112.8; 142.3) or katoiki/zw (4.9; 67.7; 106.36; 112.9). In our verse, however, MT

reads a qal. It is of course possible that G had the same text as MT and read the form as doubly

defective (by#wy hiphil imperf.), but in that case he must have been primed to do so. Also

noteworthy is that a perfect verb in MT is represented by a future indicative. The reason may be

that, unlike in 3b, G suspends his default for contextual reasons (see above). Note further that all

the subsequent verbs are future (even though by default). As elsewhere in the psalm, G’s focuses

on the clausal level of discourse, without any noticeable regard for the larger context.

Aquila gives this line as . . . ei0j kataklusmo\n e0kaqisen, Symmachus as . . . peri\ tou=

kataklusmou= e0kaqisen, Sexta as . . . ei0j to\n kataklusmo\n e0pane/lqh,| apparently reading bw#

for b#y (Field 129).
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kaqi/etai. This is as close as G comes to the notion of b#y meaning  ‘sit enthroned’. To be

noted, however, is that basileu/j is an obligatory constituent of it. If MT with its first verb in

the perfect and the second in the imperfect meant to signal the continuity of the Lord’s kingship

from the hoary past into the never-ending future (Briggs 255, Delitzsch 373), that thought is lost

in the Greek.

v. 11

Hebrew Text

Nty wm(l z( hwhy

Mwl#b wm( t) Krby hwhy

Greek Text

ku/rioj i0sxu\n tw~| law~| au0tou= dw&sei,

ku/rioj eu0logh/sei to\n lao\n au0tou= e0n ei0rh/nh|.

NETS Translation

The Lord will give strength to his people!

The Lord will bless his people with peace!
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i0sxu\n. As indicated in comment on v.1, Hebrew z( produces some interesting glosses. Most

common is du/namij (20x), with  kra/toj (4x) and  i0sxu/j (4x) distant seconds. Evidently the

quality of physical strength is intended here. Interestingly, G’s choice here results in a partial

echo of 4a, but at the same time, since in 1c z( is glossed with timh/, the latter echo in the source

text is lost. Consequently, it can no longer be noted with Broyles (153) that the strength

appropriately ascribed to the Lord in v.1 is in turn bestowed on his people in v.11. As has

become clear throughout, G’s focus is very local.

tw~| law~| au0tou= . . . to\n lao\n au0tou=. Though the article in the first phrase represents the

preposition of the source text and in the second one the nota accusativi, in both cases its use

coincides with standard Greek practice for noun + attributive genitive.

e0n ei0rh/nh|. Though Hebrew Mwl# has a broader range, including ‘well-being’, Greek ei0rh/nh more

narrowly means the absence of war or strife. The equation is a closed one for G.


